
Grade level: 10-12
Famine curriculum
Lesson aim: Students will listen to a passage describing the impact of the Irish famine
exodus  on port cities in Britain and North America.

New York State Standards: 1.  Language for Information and Understanding. Students
will listen and gather statistical information about the number of Irish who landed at
the port of LIverpool between 1847 and 1853.(Adapted from Frank Noel, "Black
'47:Liverpool and the Irish Famine," in E. Margaret Crawford, The Hungry Stream.                                        
Essays on Emigration and Famine.  Belfast: The Institute of Irish Studies, 1997, pp.                                                                 
1214-25.

Historical background: Irish fleeing their famine-stricken country crowded into the
port cities of Britain particularly Liverpool and North America: Boston, New York and
Philadelphia.  Destitute, many stayed in those cities bringing with them poverty-
related disease  and social problems like homelessness.

1.  Listen to the following passage:

The disastrous return of the potato blight in 1846 and the inadequate response
of the British authorities in terms of relief, triggered off a flight of destitute people
seeking escape from the horrific conditions in the Famine countries. Liverpool,
Glasgow, Cardiff, Swansea and Newport were swamped with Famine refugees.
Liverpool is the only port for which reasonable data exists concerning pauper
immigration.  Edward Rushton, Liverpool's stipendiary magistrate noticed the
number of Irish immigrants arriving in unusually large numbers in October 1846.
During 1847 this immigration assumed crisis proportions.  Table 1 illustrates the scale
of Irish immigration into, and through Liverpool, over the whole crisis period.

The Estimated number of Irish landing at the Port of Liverpool, 
1847-53

Year Passengers who were Total Irish
evidently paupers                                 1847

116,000 296,231
1848  94,190 252,772
1849  80,468 240,925               1850

 77,765 251,001               1851
 68,134 283,503               1852

78,422 232,331               1853  71,353
233,652

Of the 296,231 people landing at Liverpool from Ireland during 1847, 116,000
were described by Dr. Duncan as "half naked and starving." Howver, the Irish en      
route to America also made demands on local accomodation and often claimed relief.           

Over the intercensal period 1841-51, the Irish-born population of the borough
of Liverpool increased by 34,174 or 69% and the spatial  distribution of the Irish in
Liverpool indicates that the majority of Famine immigrants went to the established
Irish areas.


